
Reading and Language Arts 2022-2023
sortega@brazosisd.net

Week 19-4th Six Weeks Jan. 9, 2023-Jan. 13, 2023

Monday Thursday

Reading- 8.1(A); 8.5(E); 8.6(A); 8.1(D)

TLW: Read and Annotate “The Road Not Taken”

in Study Sync; answer questions #1-5 on page 2

as a class.

**LIBRARY DAY**

Lang. Arts- 8.10(E)

TLW: Country Fact Sheet over the country they

had chosen on Friday.

Reading- 8.10(A)(D); 8.2(B); 8.5(C)(E)(F)(G)(I);

8.6(A-I); 8.7(B); 8.10(C)

TLW: complete assignment titled “Skill: controlling

idea or thesis” (p. 18), “Text Evidence” (p. 20), &

“close read questions” (p. 21).

Language arts: 8.10(E)

TLW: complete the spelling and vocabulary lessons

#12.

Tuesday Friday

Reading- 8.6(C)(G); 8.7(A); 8.8(B);

8.9(D)(E)

TLW: intro video, KWL chart, and

independent read for BLIND.

Lang. Arts- 8.10(E)

TLW complete the final draft of the

“11 minute essay”.

Reading: 8.8(D)(i); 8.6(B)(C)(E)(G); 8.7(A); 8.11(C)

TLW: Junior Achievement

Language Arts: 8.10(E)

TLW: work on handwriting by completing cursive

writing letters (Oo) and decoding pages.
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Wednesday

Reading- 8.10(A)(D); 8.2(B); 8.5(C)(E)(F)(G)(I);

8.6(A-I); 8.7(B); 8.10(C)

TLW: complete the reading comprehension

questions for Blind; Intro to Phineas Gauge

(KWL) & first read (annotate).

Lang. Arts- 8.10(E)

TLW continue their “11 minute essay” to type

copy versions; share with partners on google

classroom and use the “suggesting feature” for

revising and editing.

I will occasionally let students take class work home to finish if I feel
they need more time, but it is on a class by class or individual basis.

It is the student’s responsibility to keep up with homework,
assignments, and study papers.  Work done in class will not always be
posted to my website due to copyright infringement or other reasons.

In compliance with the BMS grading policy, I will allow corrections on
major exams.  No corrections on daily work, quizzes, and other grades
will be given unless at my discretion.

Work must be turned in on the due date. Grading of late work will
follow the late work policy in the handbook.

Lesson plans are subject to change.


